
       Nursery Medium term planning – Growing and changing / The chicks  Spring term 21/20 – 13 weeks – Sp1 – 7, Sp2 - 6    

Experiences: World Book Day, Chinese New Year, Holi Day, Valentine’s Day, Creative Week, Easter, Holi 

Key texts – The Very Hungry Caterpillar, The Gruffalo, chick non-fiction texts, non-fiction texts linked to big book, stories by Julia D, Eric C and Jill Murphy.     Jan new starters 

 

 

PSED 

• Role play indoors: Home corner, ASDA, Farm shop (Farmer Copley’s) 

• Role play outdoors: Petrol station, carwash, garage, building site, Costa Coffee Café 
and drive through, A & E hospital  

• Develop an understanding of different family units and home life to their own through 
circle time discussions linked to religious celebrations 

• Develop an understanding of how families are different and people may celebrate 
birthdays/Chinese New Year in different ways - link to Christianity  

• Simple circle time games – passing a smile, rolling a large call, learning new children’s’ 
names  

• Develop an awareness of Valentine’s Day – understand what the day represents – 
generate a list of personal attributes we think is good for people to have (e.g. kind, 
helpful) 

• Learn how to look after chicks and their basic needs, cleaning out the cage, feeding 

them, holding them carefully  

• Answer questions from story books – “Was the Gruffalo really afraid of the mouse?”  

• Introduce weekly challenges – children entering reception – children to work as a team 
to complete these – primarily linked to Maths and Literacy 

• Access areas in nursery which interest and engage them 

• Accept and enjoy praise from adults for their achievements (verbal/stickers) 

• Take turns when playing in provision and games within small groups. 

• Share resources within provision, learning how to manage conflict 

• Welcome play from a varying group of peers  

• Separate from their adult happily – new starters 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication and language 

• The big book of questions – encouraging children to generate their own 
questions and work to find the answers to them. Encourage the use of the 
question words ‘what, where, how, why” through adult modelling.  

• Weekly PHSE circle times – learning everyone’s name, describing a picture, 
playing simple memory games, playing listening games  

• Gruffalo den building outside – team building – speaking and listening skills – 
taking into account other’s views  

• Begin to answer some ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions whilst engaged in play – 
experiences related to them (e.g. why have you used the longest brick here?) 

• Continue to develop kagan structures (shoulder partners), modelling how to 
have an effective conversation (turning to partner, eye contact, listen then 
respond)  

• Begin to use ‘and’ when speaking to extend phrases and sentences   

• Listen to peers during play and respond appropriately 

• Speak clearly to communicate to both peers and adults  

• Use the words ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ correctly 

• Answer a simple question (E.g where are you going to choose next?) 

• Follow an instruction and follow the rules and routines in nursery (e.g. carpet 
time, accessing snack, turn taking to go outside) 

• Develop talk and conversational skills with peers within role play 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Physical Development 

• Pedal and move the trikes safely outdoors, experimenting moving using the balance bikes, lifting 
feet off the ground and attempting to glide whilst steering 

• Use grasp grip initially when attempting to write and mark make, move to develop pencil hold 
using first 2 fingers and thumb  

• Trace over name, copy name, begin to form letters in own name correctly, attempt to write own 

name in many areas of provision throughout a session 

• Exercise fine motor control through a variety of weekly activities, including using tweezers, 
threading, moulding and manipulating play dough using different forces 

• Exercise fine motor control through weekly cooking – peeling, chopping, spreading, cutting 

• Exercise arm, shoulder, wrist and finger muscles through weekly gross and fine motor activities, 
including dough disco, squiggle while you wiggle 

• Team games outside – develop co ordination when travelling, balancing, finding a space 

• Daily mile and Joe Wicks HIIT – healthy, mind, body and soul 

• Put own coat on, using the hood over head 

• Move carefully around nursery, walking and negotiating space effectively both indoors and 
outdoors 

• Explore where to toilets, sinks, soap and paper towels are – learn to use independently 

• Access the snack table independently, finding name card and getting own choice of drink and snack  

 

 

 

Understanding the World 

• Talk about how children have changed since they were 

babies and create a simple physical time line 

• Explore and act out different job roles linked to role play 

areas – being a mechanic, working in a 

supermarket/shop, being a chef, being an artist - link to 

Kandinsky 

• Discuss Holi day, the meanings behind the celebration 

and participate in some traditions (colour run) 

• Participate in Chinese New year activities – learn about 

the different traditions, explore Chinese art work and 

prepare, cook and taste Chinese food – talk about what 

they liked and disliked about it 

• Create digital art work using iPads (Doddle Buddy) to 

imitate Kandinsky’s artwork 

• Take photographs of the chicks and create videos re-

telling the Very Hungry Caterpillar story 

• Digital Literacy – talk about how people can be unkind 

online, talk about how that may make someone feel. 

• Animals and their young – matching, discussing how the 

animal is born – which animals give birth and which 

animals lay eggs? Discussing the features of the animals – 

how do they change over time? Link to the chicks 

hatching.  

• Life cycle of a chick – investigating each stage observing 

the chicks over time and recording – discussing what 

happens to the eggs, talking about why the incubator is 

important  

• Observing the chicks over time – discussing changes 

• Order simple pictures to re-tell the Easter story. 

• Talk about themselves – likes, dislikes, what they enjoy 

playing with  

• Talk about primary caregivers, siblings, who lives in their 

house, who they spend time with 

 

 

  

Mathematics 

• On-going – calendar and weather every day, time of the day/telling the 

time, using language related to time to discuss children’s day (e.g. after 

that, in the morning, at night time), weighing, measuring and counting 

ingredients when cooking, money within role play 

• Match quantity to numeral to 5, then 10 – use objects and numicon as 

visual representatives  

• Begin to recognise numerals to 5, then 10, focusing on children’s ages 

primarily – weekly number hunts, number hunt in the outdoor 

environment – where do we see numbers in everyday life? 

• Create a repeating pattern using 2 and 3 then 3 colours or different 

objects – threading, printing, colouring in a template on an Easter egg   

• Order 3 objects by size – ordering characters from stories 

• Measure using non-standard units – investigating who is the 

tallest/shortest out of story characters, large scale outside 

• Recognise and name some 2D shapes – square, circle, triangle – printing 

on Easter egg templates using paint and shape sponges 

• Use positional language when imitating the Gruffalo story around the 

outdoor area – use language behind, next to, inside, on top, over, under 

• Compare quantities of liquid in water tray – use language more, less, 

full, empty 

• 1 more and 1 less – how many animals are in the cave? What if another 

came inside? Pictures to tell a Mathematical story  

• Count to 10, using familiar nursery rhymes 

• Make numbers to 10 using concrete resources, both plastic 

manipulatives and natural resources outside  

•  

 

 

 

 

Literacy 

• Trace over name, copy name, begin to form letters in own name 

correctly, attempt to write own name in many areas of 

provision throughout a session, writing names in Valentine’s 

Day cards 

• Imitate the stories ‘Gruffalo’ and ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’, 

using story maps, actions (once upon a time, who, the end), 

picture clues, drama, walking the story, innovate the stories and 

invent – Record using iPads 

• Non-fiction writing – zig zag book about chicks, chick diary 

• Listen to a story read by an adult and answer simple questions 

about the plot and the characters (what, when, who, how), 

using illustrations as prompts 

• Make simple predictions about what will happen next in a story 

based on what they have already heard 

• Mark make for a purpose within role play provision – write 

receipts, write order forms, shopping lists, recipe cards – writing 

some recognisable letters from own name 

• Re-tell the Easter story through drama 

• Simple book review – smiley face/sad face –pictorial and 

verbally 

• Recognise own name card from a selection of 3 initially – 

morning task, snack table, Colour monster  

• Hold a book the correct way up, turn the pages carefully one at 

a time – guided reading and independently within provision 

areas  

 

 

 

 

Expressive Arts Design 

• Famous artist – Kandinsky – imitate by drawing straight and 
curved lines and selecting primary and secondary colours to 
reflect different feelings and emotions, large scale 
movements outside with chalk creating straight and curved 
lines 

• Design, create and evaluate a Gruffalo cave from clay/salt 
dough.  

• Design, create an evaluate/test a Cave for the Gruffalo and 
house for the mouse using large construction outdoors – 
identify similarities and differences 

• Design, create an evaluate a habitat for a chick outdoors 
using natural resources, test the chick house suitability by 
using a teddy chick (e.g. is it big enough? Etc) Use paint to 
draw the parts of the chick house and talk over these to 
explain each feaure.  

• Self/peer critique art work, models and scriptures, linked to 
kagan 

• Using imagination to create stories using the small world 
and role play areas  

• Join materials together using tape and glue to create a 
Chinese lantern for Chinese New Year celebrations 

• Identify and name the instruments; drum, bell, maraca, 
tambourine and play by tapping or shaking.  

• Talk about the sounds the instruments make.  

• Join a variety of materials using PVA and pritt stick to 
construct with a purpose in mind – box modelling, adding to 
design by collaging using a variety of materials   

• Process of using the painting easel correctly – using the 
brushes, powder paint, paint trays, sponges correctly  

• Learn and join in with new songs in Nursery – tidy up song, 
please and thank you song, familiar nursery rhymes   

 

 

 

 

 

Working with food – preparing food safely (slice, peel, cut, spread) – following a recipe – weighing and measuring 

ingredients – tasting food, saying if they liked or disliked it : 

Gruffalo crumble – apple pie  Easter crispy nest cakes    Chocolate chip muffins  

Sausage rolls   Tomato and basil soup    Vegetable chow mein  

Cheese twits/cheese straws  Cheesy pepperoni pasta      

Crumpet pizzas   Cheese and ham sandwiches 

Big book work 

- Ask questions, generating own questions - CLL- communicating findings to rest of children 

- Vote for their favourite question, favourite book, and favourite music – British values - PSED 

- Find ways to work out the answers to their questions 

- Use the internet to research - UTW 

- Use non-fiction books to research – UTW/Lit 

- Link to maths – sizes, measuring, shapes  

- Link to EAD – recording what they have found out in various ways 

 


